Director Iancu:

I am a senior citizen independent inventor of a new internal combustion engine currently having four issued US patents and working as a startup company to develop the technology around these patents I worked hard to obtain.

I am extremely concerned about losing my rights on issued patents due to the current PTAB rules and I very strongly support Director Iancu’s efforts in promoting stable patent rights with the following rules:

- Apply the Phillips standard of claim construction used in Article III courts.
- Defer to prior constructions, absent clear error.

as well as his other PTAB reform requests in a formal rulemaking proposal.

Therefore, I am in full support of the rule change and to enact further and more aggressive measures to tame the PTAB and to fend off the hostile Judiciary Committees in Congress. Patents were created for inventors not lobbyists.

I appreciate this issue being brought to my attention and the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Arnold J. Beal
BRM Technologies, Inc.
11221 Concord Woods Dr.
Knoxville, TN 37934